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In spite of the double burden of racial and gender discrimination, African-American women have

developed a rich intellectual tradition that is not widely known. In Black Feminist Thought, originally

published in 1990, Patricia Hill Collins set out to explore the words and ideas of Black feminist

intellectuals and writers, both within the academy and without.Â Here CollinsÂ provides an

interpretive framework for the work of such prominent Black feminist thinkers as Angela Davis, bell

hooks, Alice Walker, and Audre Lorde. Drawing from fiction, poetry, music and oral history, the

result is a superbly crafted and revolutionary book that provided the first synthetic overview of Black

feminist thought and its canon.
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"With the publication of Black Feminist Thought, black feminism has moved to a new level. Her work

sets a standard for the discussion of black women's lives, experiences, and thought that demands

rigorous attention to the complexity of these experiences and an exploration of a multiplicity of

responses." -- Women's Review of Books

Patricia Hill Collins (1948-) is Distinguished Professor of Sociology at the University of Maryland,

College Park. Black Feminist Thought is the best known of the many published works that have

made her one of the leading American thinkers of our day.



my sister had this book for a college class and recommended i read it. Im so glad she did. the book

is amazing and collins totally breaks down the hypocrisy of mainstream (white) feminism as well as

the civil rights movement in terms of its consideration to black women. It helped me understand

black women as a people under-acknowledged with a dynamic and important history. I felt like it

was really dense but not hard to follow.

I bought Ms. Hill Collins' book as part of curriculum for a class. This exquisite book is a staple in

Black Feminist scholarship. It is truly an essential read to anyone interested in the topic, and helpful

to truly anyone to understand a little better the experience and intersectionality of the black female

experience. Highly recommend.

Collins is an amazing writer. I am thoroughly pleased by the way she presents the information in her

book and would definitely buy other books by this author. I needed it for a graduate course and it

was very clear and easy to understand and implement into class discussions.

I strongly recommend this book if you are looking to understand feminism and how race, gender,

class and sexuality are pivotal in understanding one's place and identity in the world...

Really good read, it'll make you think. Quality of book was good

Amazing text! It is a must need for all Scholars interested in Black feminist thought!

Perfect condition. The shipping took some time but worth the wait. Thanks

This book has been a godsend for me in my research on Black feminism. She categorizes each

topic and makes it easy to follow her theories.
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